
SILKWORMS IN THE RUNNING MAN

poems 'The Silkworms' by Douglas Stewart, and other people and events from my childhood, including of course my
own 'Running Man'. I started to see links.

Then they remember It was forbidden, forbidden, ever to go out; The Hands are on guard outside like claps of
thunder, The ancestral voice says Don't, and they do not. Jude's Church and hovered like sorrow in the air. He
saw his father's face the last time he had looked on it: bewildered, hurt, and angry. It was the same image that
he saw every night from his bedroom window. But as time goes on and Joseph visits Tom a few more times,
they begin to develop a closer bond and Tom starts to reveal his true inner personality. This reveals Tom's
realisation that there is no real purpose for living after his return from the war, where he has seen so many
terrible events happening to people. White moth moves closer to moth, lover to lover. This is because trying to
unravel the tangled threads of the past is like unwinding the silk from a silkworm cocoon. Even in the young,
each like a little dragon Rampant and green upon his mulberry leaf, So full of life, it seems, the voice has
spoken: They hide where there is food, where they are safe, And the voice whispers, 'Spin the cocoon, Sleep,
sleep, you shall be wrapped in me soon. What effect does it create? All their lives in a box! Among them were
the faces of three menâ€”three men who had never met and yet whose separate lives had become entwined
with Joseph's in ways that he had never imagined possible. After all of Tom's experiences during the Vietnam
War he now believes that "God's speed" is just a cruel lie and blames himself for being so stupid to think that
God would protect them. Why is Tom Leyton so bitter towards the chaplain and his blessing of, "God's
speed"? However, if one compares Joseph's second try at drawing Tom then one can see the improvements.
The description of the two drawings parallel with Joseph and Tom's changing relationship because when
Joseph first meets Tom he knows absolutely nothing about the mysterious neighbour except for the rumours
that are told by Mrs Mossop. Joseph asks Tom why he was holding the gun if it was not to kill the chaplain.
There is that pang of joy on the edge of dying â€” Their soft wings whirr, they dream that they are flying.
People left. An image of Joseph's neighbours' house is created as the chapter ends. Behind him, the whirring of
an organ crept into the open spaces of St. At the end of Tom Leyton's story, "the world for Joseph tilted so that
even the most familiar and comfortable things appeared strange and oblique. I am thankful for every moment
of it. What generations, "What centuries of masters, not meaning to be cruel But needing their labour, taught
these creatures such patience That now though sunlight strikes on the eye's dark jewel Or moonlight breathes
on the wing they do not stir But like the ghosts of moths crouch silent there. How does Tom Leyton's
experience in Vietnam affect your view of him? The memories consisted of two things â€” unsuccessfully
looking for silkworms on the tree when I was little, and also my fears about a big black lizard that lived in a
hollow in the mulberry tree. Excerpted by permission. He couldn't help himself. When something ended, there
were obvious signs. There had always been the Running Manâ€”always that phantom form somewhere in the
distance, always shuffling relentlessly closer. Tom Leyton means that the silkworms mirror what life is really
like. Before him, the honey-colored casket lay still and silent like a cocoon, and for a moment he was in
another time, another place. Before he had been just one in a crowd of restless schoolboys lining a street for
someone whose face he would later struggle to recall. Someone died. The whole story of The Running Man
started from some childhood memories I have of a big mulberry tree that grew in the backyard of our family
home in Ashgrove Brisbane. More than twenty years before I started writing the novel, I wrote a line poem
based on those memories. Tom relates the cycle of silkworms to the human life cycle and tells Joseph that we
all are moths, flapping our crippled wings, dreaming that we can fly. No part of this excerpt may be
reproduced or reprinted without permission in writing from the publisher. Then he gazed again at the coffin,
closed his eyes, and let the darkness fold around him. Later the title of the novel would be changed to The
Running Man. He takes them home to care for. Who are they and what feature of each man's face is
highlighted? To try and ignore the depressing atmosphere Joseph tries to visualise himself in a different place
but the surrounding sounds of the clearing of a throat or the sharp echo of a shoe knocking clumsily against a
hard wooden kneeler bring him back to reality. Another example of Tom Leyton's kind side is seen when he
watches the cleaner emptying Mrs Battista's silkworm eggs into the bin after he leaves the hospital. Joseph's
original attempt of drawing Tom Leyton has vague, tentative strokes and displays no connection between the
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drawing and the real person.


